The Assassins' Castle of' Lamiasar
Assassins established themselves in this country, they seem to
have collected the Buwayid heritage and to have carried on the
old feud against the Seljuks, making use no doubt of the
tenacious loyalty of the hills. While the whole of the East
was being devastated under the heel of the Mongols, while the
cities of Merv and Balkh, Tus and Ray and Nishapur were so
soaked in blood that they have never recovered, and die
desert now lies on their sown fields, the men of Rudbar
still held this slanting hilltop, and looked out for months over
the heads of their enemies to the walnut trees of Shahristan
and the Shah Rud in its valley beyond.
We left it and rode back across the rice-fields and shallow
downs to our Imamzadeh, and there found the headman of
Shahristan and his Mirza waiting to call upon me. They were
an amusing pair: one, a jovial middle-aged man of die world,
rather loud in manner, and made more so in his appearance by
two bright red curls sticking straight out over each ear, while
the hair on the top of his head retained its natural black; to-
gether with his very up-to-date European suit and watch and
chain, this made him look more rakish than he intended. The
Mirza was an ascetic—one of those sad-faced Persians with
tired eyes and gentle manners, pathetically thin, who spend
their lives meditating inaccurately on abstruse subjects, and are
roused to mild enthusiasm over beautiful and harmless things
like calligraphy. Seated on the poor carpet in the hut, with
the peasants at a respectful distance round, they cross-questioned
me, the Squire doing the talking, but the Mirza, the Man of
Learning, nodding his head over my answers and evidently
giving the verdict as to whether my historical pretexts for
travelling were to be taken as valid or not. The result was in
my favour, and I have promised to visit die Squire of Shahristan
again.
But I now had trouble with Ismail.   He had taken my guide
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